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No Business Like Snow Business 

Over the last several years, the world has gone through turmoil, depression, chaos 

and destruction. Civilizations are preparing themselves for a dystopian future of 

despair. But in one small corner of the world, business carries on as usual. 

In Flip City, the fish keep cooking and the money keeps piling. The old laws of 

survival never left - kill or be killed, money waves no flag and every penguin for 

themself. In this small city, dreams are still possible, and a few bold outlaws have 

taken their futures into their own hands by setting out to make a name for 

themselves. It’s a tale as old as time as Flip City Penguins build their empire one 

fish scale at a time, and stop at nothing to leave behind a legacy of rising to the 

top. 

There’s no business like snow business.



Getting Started

Flip City is a browser-based web3 gaming ecosystem. It’s free to play and requires 

no actual monetary investment to play. In order to enter the game, you’ll need to 

either own a Flip City Penguin NFT, or an NFT from any approved partner project. 

Please see the Flip City discord for the latest approved partner projects. Each 

round begins on the first day of the month at 00:00 EST, and ends on the last day 

of the month at exactly 00:01 EST. Each player is allowed to enter and play the 

game using a single NFT character. 

To begin playing, simply go to the Flip City website and connect the wallet that 

holds your NFT. Once connected, click “Start Playing” and you’ll be taken into the 

game. Once inside, each player has a Dashboard that can be used as a command 

center. From here, a player can strategize and take actions as they see fit in order 

to climb the ranks or accomplish whatever their strategy dictates. The path you



take within the game is ultimately yours, so choose wisely! At the end of each 

round, each player’s performance is documented and archived, and prizes are 

distributed based on accomplishments. Having a top ranking is only one part of 

the game - prizes can also be won for a variety of accomplishments such as most 

soldiers killed, most fish cooked, etc. Not all businesses are created equal, so 

performances of all kinds will be rewarded. These categories and prize amounts 

will also fluctuate from round to round, with special bonuses and increased prize 

pools coming and going on a monthly basis. 

Keep your beak to the grindstone and keep cooking that fish. The sky is the limit.



Bosses run Flip City, continuing to build their empire and fend off any would-be 

challengers. Each Boss NFT generates one $FLIP daily for 10 years. 

Boss NFTs have a special set of designs associated with their tier. Making it to the 

top is one thing, holding onto it is another. Don’t get caught slippin’.

BOSSES

QTY: 500

Characters

In order to be granted access to Flip City, each player will need to either hold a 

Flip City Penguin NFT or an NFT from a Partner Project. The NFT will be the 

character you play in the game and will have their own profile created every round 

you participate in. 

There are three NFT tiers within the Flip City ecosystem (Dons, Bosses, and 

Capos). Though each NFT is 100% unique, some are more rare than the others.



Capos are the captains of Flip City, growing their business brick by brick to one 

day be revered as a freshly named Boss. Each Capo NFT generates .50 $FLIP daily 

for 10 years. 

Capo NFTs have a special set of designs associated with their tier class. Through 

hard work, any Capo can one day become a Boss with our special Reservation 

mechanic via Gino’s Restaurant.

CAPOS

QTY: 5,000



Overseeing all business-happenings from the shadows, legitimate or otherwise, 

the reputation of a Don needs no question. Their contributions to “the game” have 

set the foundation for what Flip City is today. 

Don’s can only be obtained by leveling up your Boss. First you’ll need to get a 

Reservation NFT and then visit Gino’s Restaurant to participate in the ceremonial 

promotion. 

More details on this soon…

DONS

QTY: UNKNOWN



How Turns Work

Flip City is a game based on a Turn system where each action within the game 

requires a certain amount of turns, sometimes fixed and sometimes variable. 

Each player begins the game with 500 turns (regardless of NFT tier), and 

accumulates 2 turns every 10 minutes until the round ends. Players are not 

allowed to hold more than 300 turns at any given time. If a player is sitting on 300 

turns, accumulation will fall off until the player has reduced their count below the 

300 cap. 

Each round begins on the first of the month and ends on the last day of the 

month, for a total of 12 rounds per year.

Above: The Flip City Game dashboard, which is the main location where all gaming actions begin



PAYOUT %

You wouldn’t hustle Flip City for free, so why would you expect your soldiers to? 

Loyal penguins are hard to find so keeping them happy is in your best interest. The 

higher % the payout is, the happier they’ll be…but the less cash you’ll make for 

each turn you spend. And the lower the % then the more cash you’ll keep…but 

they less happy they’ll be. 

Once you set a %, it will remain that % until you change it again, so if you want to 

adjust it before you clock out for the day, make sure it’s at the level you want it to 

be because it won’t reset on it’s own. 

The choice is ultimately yours on how you want to run your family business.

Above: How to set your payout % via your dashboard



EXTRA TURNS (COMING SOON)

In addition to the free turns that all players start with and receive throughout a 

round, players can also boost their turns by adding Extra Turn Bundles. These 

bundles cannot be carried over into new rounds and any unused turns will be lost 

when the round ends.

These bundles are added at the cost of burning $FLIP and are capped at the 

largest bundle allowed per round. 

Example 1: Player A begins the round and burns 100 $FLIP in order to gain an 

additional 100 turns, effectively beginning the round with 300 turns. This player

20 Turn Bundle: 20 $FLIP 

40 Turn Bundle: 40 $FLIP 

60 Turn Bundle: 60 $FLIP 

80 Turn Bundle: 80 $FLIP 

100 Turn Bundle: 100 $FLIP

Above: The Extra Turns screen, where players burn $FLIP and get a head start in the game



has maxed out their extra turn allowance, and will not be able to add any 

additional Extra Turn Bundles for the remainder of the round. They’ll still 

accumulate the hourly turns as everybody else up to the allowed limit. 

Example 2: Player B begins the round and burns 60 $FLIP in order to gain an 

additional 60 turns, effectively beginning the round with 260 turns. This player still 

has the ability to add additional Extra Turn Bundles until they hit the maximum of 

100 turns per round. In this example, Player B will be able to burn an additional 20 

or 40 $FLIP at a later time to hit the 100 turn limit per round, but cannot add a 60, 

80, or 100 turn bundle because it will put them over their allowance.



Prizes, Net Worth, Ranking

Each month, the prize pool will be set to be distributed amongst the top 

performing players. Over time, and especially with surprise and thematic rounds, 

the prize pool will fluctuate and increase. Prizes will also be a topic of governance 

in adjusting prize categories and values. 

If a player finishes a round and qualifies for a prize, they will be able to visit Gino’s 

Finance and claim their prize via the Flip City portal. Prizes are reset at the end of 

every month prior to the start of the next round, which would be the 1st of the 

following month.

Above: The Prize Pool screen that changes from round to round based on governance

There are several ways to win prizes during each round, including but not limited 

to: having a high ranking, killing the most soldiers, raiding the most stashes, etc.



The prizes for each round will be readily available to view via the dashboard. 

In addition to direct accomplishments, players are also ranked by “Net Worth” at 

the end of every round. The highest Net Worth in the game will rank the highest 

and receive the corresponding prize. The amount of top rankings that qualify for a 

prize will fluctuate round by round. Net worth is calculated via a proprietary 

formula that gives specific weightings to different resources within the game. This 

formula will never be revealed in order to uphold the integrity of the game. 

However, there may be future opportunities to adjust certain weightings via 

governance as well as emergency patches if something appears unbalanced. 

Players can monitor their Net Worth, current rankings, and corresponding prize 

pool for the round in real time within the game’s menu and navigation system.



Cash

Players generate “Money” or “Cash”, which is an in-game currency and has no 

value or utility outside of the game. Cash is generated by selling resources, 

performing actions within the game, such as Cooking Fish, Recruiting Soldiers, or 

Getting Money, and carrying out certain attacks. It can be spent to accumulate 

additional resources, scale up Net Worth, and defend against threats. 

Money cannot exchange flippers (or hands) between players, and does not carry 

over round to round. Each player begins on equal footing with a fixed amount of 

cash, per the setting of that particular round. The starting amount may fluctuate 

round to round depending on governance or thematic rounds. 

“Money” or “Cash” as an in-game concept is independent and not associated with 

$FLIP, which is the utility token that fuels the Flip City Ecosystem outside of the 

game.



Resource Accumulation

Resources can either be accumulated by being purchased (later discussed in the 

Shopping section) or by spending turns to “Produce.” 

Each method of production will yield a different outcome, which will be scaled up 

or down (at random within a range level) depending on how many resources you 

already have. In order to produce, players must decide how many turns to use. The 

more turns that are used, the higher the yield of whatever is being produced. 

In addition to spending turns, players must decide what % will be paid out to the 

soldiers carrying out production. The lower the payout %, the higher the yield but 

unhappier the soldiers. The higher the payout %, the lower the yield but the 

happier the soldiers. Being a greedy Boss is as equally challenging as being a Boss 

with too much of a soft spot. Choose wisely and figure out which balance works 

best for you. 

There are three methods of production: 

Cook Fish: Your soldiers hit the kitchens and start cooking up some Fish to sell on 

the streets or wholesale on the Black Market shopping center. This is your main 

source of cash flow. 

Get Money: As straightforward as it gets. Your soldiers hit the streets and collect 

the cash. Select your target and watch the money pile up. 

Recruit Soldiers: Though not directly money related, you can’t build and run an 

empire without soldiers. Hit up the usual spots and start recruiting. The more 

soldiers you have, the more you can scale the accumulation of other resources.



Above: Whenever you select an action, you have to select a location for that action to take place. Each location 

has its own special properties that vary results, but all are within range. It’s up to players to determine the 

most optimized locations to select based on their strategies and gameplay up until that point

Above: After a location selection players must determine the amount of turns to use in order to perform the 

corresponding action. The more you use, the greater the results for that given action.



Attacking

Reaching the top spot is only one part of the equation - you also need to defend it 

by knocking down opponents on the come up. Players can attack each other in a 

variety of ways. Each attack is unique and requires different resources, often 

yielding different results. Attacks require two turns to execute. 

While attacking can be the go-to strategy for a player, you must be careful to 

manage your attack counts. If a player attacks too much, it will draw a lot of heat 

onto them from the Feds which will have dire consequences (more on this in 

section 10, “Bribing the Feds”). Soldiers will also be less happy if they’re 

constantly at war, either killing or being hunted all the time. It’s important to be 

mindful of how much attacking you’re doing in order to keep up soldier morale. 

Players can track their attacks from their in-game dashboard, as well as see 

attacks in / out details including who attacked them, when, and the results.

Above: Viewing another player’s profile and selecting which attack to perform



The main attacking mechanism in which players send in their soldiers to put 

the hurt on their enemies. Soldiers are equipped with the strongest weapons 

available, and take the war to another penguin’s front door. The more soldiers 

you have and the stronger weapons you have, the more likely you are to win 

the fight. Be careful though, if you punch up too far above your weight you 

might lose the ambush and a ton of resources in the process.

Ambush Crew

Send the crew to steal a player’s fish in order to slow down the cash flow and 

also increase your own. Similar to an ambush, your soldiers tool up with the 

strongest weapons available and get to work. Though they’ll try to stealthily 

steal as many fish as possible, they won’t be afraid to have a shootout if it 

comes down to it.

Steal Fish

As the great Don Areliano once squawked, “It’s better to be feared than 

loved.” Pick off and steal soldiers who have lost respect for their Boss and 

grow your army in the process. Select how much Booze to send over and see 

if anybody bites.

Steal Soldiers

The most iconic and efficient way to do some damage. Note: Players need to 

own Sleds in order to perform this attack. Each sled can carry up to 5 

soldiers, which will be automatically fitted with the strongest weapons 

available. The most soldiers that can be lost are the amount that are in each 

Sled, though there’s a good chance they won’t make it back. Nonetheless, 

strap them up and watch the carnage ensue. Sometimes you need to break 

some eggs to make an omelette.

Sled-By

The riskiest attack in the game but the most upside to be gained. If 

successful, not only will you take over your opponents Stash (netting you +1 

Stash and them -1 Stash), but you will also steal enough soldiers to initially 

maintain the Stash, calculated by your own Stash scaling level. Example: if 

you opponent has 4 stashes and you only have 2, and you successfully raid 

their Stash, then your Stash count will be 3 and your soldier maintenance 

requirements will be calculated based on your level 3, not your opponent’s 

level 4. Keep in mind though that if you fail to raid a Stash, you will likely lose 

significant soldiers in the process. You gotta ask yourself, “Do I have what it 

takes?”

Raid Stash (Coming Soon)



Shopping

Though hunting for resources is the main way to build up your empire, Shopping 

plays a large role within the Flip City gaming ecosystem. Players are able to visit 

different shopping locations for whatever their needs may be. 

Corner Store: Purchase Krill and Booze to keep your soldiers fed, entertained, and 

happy. 

Black Market: The one-stop shop for all of your underground needs. Here you can 

purchase weapons, hire soldiers, and even wholesale some Fish to the open 

market. 

Stash Depot: This is where you can scale your empire by building Stashes. You’ll 

be notified of which Stash level you’re at and the minimum requirements to 

maintain the next Stash you build. Make sure you have enough resources to keep a 

smooth operation - building a Stash only to lose it right away will be a very 

expensive loss. 

Sleds R’ Us: Pick up some Sleds in order to send your soldiers off to carry out 

some Sled-Bys. 

Bribe the Feds: Heat coming on too strong? Reduce your exposure by bribing the 

feds.



Bribe the Feds

A unique mechanism to Flip City, “Heat from the Feds” is a variable that fluctuates 

over time depending on how gameplay develops. Though you’ll never be at 0 for 

very long, keeping your “Heat” levels low will allow you to grow your business 

without any issues. Players can track their heat level from their in-game 

dashboard. 

As the round continues and as you build your empire, your heat levels will rise and 

you’ll need to bribe the feds to keep them in check. If you neglect to do so, your 

chances of being caught greatly increase the higher your heat level is. If you get 

jammed up with a high heat level, your resources across the board will take a 

significant hit and you will experience very large set backs. It won’t be impossible 

to rebuild, but it’s not going to be pleasant. 

Keep a close eye on your heat levels and make sure to bribe them frequently in 

order to avoid any disasters. If your heat levels are high and you’re unable to bribe 

them immediately, you must balance the risk vs. reward of spending turns to get 

enough money to bribe (high chance of getting caught up) vs. selling resources to 

bring the heat down. 

There’s no right answer, so let your instincts lead the way.



Above: “Bribe the Feds” screen that can be accessed via the right menu system on your dashboard. You’ll need 

to routinely visit this screen in order to keep your “heat” levels low, otherwise you’ll get jammed up by the Feds

Above: An example of what happens if you continue playing without resetting your “head” levels. If you don’t 

bribe the Feds to keep levels in check, they’ll eventually stop you in your tracks and take 50%…of everything


